Life Cycle of an Organization
Organizations progress through life cycles just as humans do. Each stage requires a different management approach.

Birth/Rebirth
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on programs, mission, & securing resources for survival
Abundant creativity
Stability found through personal leadership and long hours
Informal structures; roles and responsibilities loosely defined
Decisions made by an individual or small group
Boards are small, homogeneous and eager to help

Transitional Clues:
Death: unable to make necessary changes,
staff and board members withdraw, loss of
funding & public trust, programs cease or
merger occurs
Rebirth: drastic actions taken, new
management is often put in place in order to
facilitate new ideas

Transitional Clues: loose management style no
longer gets results needed in accountability,
productivity or performance, call for more
structure, founder feels over burdened with
management responsibilities, fear of
bureaucracy

Organization increases in size and complexity
Focus turns inward in order to stabilize, communication
becomes more formal; job descriptions, evaluation standards,
and procedures written
Centralized management & specialization takes place
New employees seem less dedicated than the founding core
Boards remain small & homogenous, but asserts more
ownership over the organization
Struggles occur over priorities and direction
Leadership needs to be negotiated between the ED and board

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Transitional Clues: processes and
procedures become too much: too many
meetings, too rigid a structure, too much
“red tape”

Death

Decline
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Growth

Maturity

Focus on politics and power
Personal goals supercede organizational goals
Revenue declines
Control and decision-making return to a handful of people
Commitment is maintained to outdated strategy
Frequent board and staff turnover
Crisis oriented planning

•
•
•
•
Transitional Clues: organization is characterized by:
unrealistic optimism, poor communication, commitment
to the past, conformity, group think, over-conservatism
and mistrust; structures inhibit the organization’s ability
to adapt to environmental changes

•

Growth levels off
Formal procedures are the norm
Solid financial management and sufficient funding
Decentralized management, top management focuses on
strategy & only intervenes in daily tasks when issues arise
Bursts of creativity, new programs, new issues

Key Points
 The life cycle consists of relatively calm periods book-ended by crisis, fracturing, or misalignment
 Not all nonprofits move through all stages: a group could be in one phase for the length of its life or can skip stages
 Solutions in one stage can become problems at another stage
 Identifying the stage can help organizations to understand tensions, confusion, barriers in communication or management issues
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